Perceptions, thoughts and actions unfold over millisecond timescales, while learned behaviors can require many 2 days to mature. While recent experimental advances enable large-scale and long-term neural recordings with high 3 temporal fidelity, it remains a formidable challenge to extract unbiased and interpretable descriptions of how rapid 4 single-trial circuit dynamics change slowly over many trials to mediate learning. We demonstrate a simple tensor 5 components analysis (TCA) can meet this challenge by extracting three interconnected low dimensional descriptions 6 of neural data: neuron factors, reflecting cell assemblies; temporal factors, reflecting rapid circuit dynamics mediating 7 perceptions, thoughts, and actions within each trial; and trial factors, describing both long-term learning and trial-8 to-trial changes in cognitive state. We demonstrate the broad applicability of TCA by revealing insights into diverse 9 datasets derived from artificial neural networks, large-scale calcium imaging of rodent prefrontal cortex during maze 10 navigation, and multielectrode recordings of macaque motor cortex during brain machine interface learning. 11 1 Introduction 12
The raw data is represented as a sequence of N × T matrices (top). These matrices are averaged across trials to build a matrix representation of neural firing rates. PCA approximates the trial-averaged matrix as a sum of outer products of vectors (see eq. (1)). Each outer product contains a neuron factor (blue rectangles) and a temporal factor (red rectangles).
(b) Schematic of trial-concatenated PCA for spiking data. Raw data are temporally smoothed by a Gaussian filter to estimate neural firing rates before concatenating all trials along the time axis. Applying PCA produces a separate set of temporal factors for each trial (subsets of the red vectors). (c) Schematic of TCA. Raw data are smoothed and collected into a third order tensor with dimensions N × T × K. TCA approximates the data as a sum of outer products of three vectors, producing a third set of low-dimensional factors (trial factors, green vectors) that describe how activity changes across trials.
analysis (TCA) method then yields the R-component decomposition [27, 28, 33 ] 109 x ntk ≈ R r=1 w r n b r t a r k .
(2)
In analogy to PCA, we can think of w r as a prototypical firing rate pattern across neurons, and we can think of Normalize activity traces so that high-firing-rate neurons do not dominate analysis.
TCA involves minimizing a nonconvex function which may get caught in local minima Unlike PCA, the best-fit factors depend on the # of components.
Thus, models multiple times from different random initializations.
In practice, optimization is tractable.
Inspect diagnostic plots of reconstruction error and model similarity. Always visualize multiple models and ensure they produce similar results.
We typically visualize the neuron factors as a bar plot, the temporal factors as line plots, and the trial factors as color-coded scatter plots.
Since the ordering of the neurons is often arbitrary, it can help to reorder them by the neuron factor loadings in creative ways.
(1) interpretation: the neuron factor w 1 reveals a continuum of neurons interpolating between two cell assemblies, the 248 temporal factor b 1 describes the dominant neural activity underlying decision making, namely integration to a bound, 249 and the trial amplitudes a 1 reflect the trial-by-trial decisions of the network, as well as the long term amplification 250 of stimulus selectivity underlying learning. Finally, even though the low-dimensional TCA factors were found in an 251 unsupervised fashion from the raw neural activity, they provide direct insights into the synaptic connectivity and 252 emergent computational mechanism underlying the network's ability to learn and decide. Given the demonstrated success of TCA on an artificial nonlinear network, we next examined the performance of TCA 255 on large-scale neurobiological datasets. We first examined the activity of cortical cells in mice performing a spatial 256 navigation task with variable reward contingencies. A miniature microendoscope [54] was used to record fluorescence 257 in GCaMP6m-expressing excitatory neurons in the medial prefrontal cortex while mice navigated a four-armed maze.
258
Mice began each trial in either the east or west arm and chose to visit either the north or south arm, at which point 259 a water reward was either dispensed or witheld ( fig. 4a-b ). We examined a dataset from a mouse containing N = 282 260 neurons recorded at T = 111 timepoints (at 10 Hz) on K = 600 behavioral trials, collected over a five day period.
261
The rewarded navigational rules were switched periodically, prompting the mouse to explore different actions from 262 each starting arm. Fluorescence traces for each neuron were shifted and scaled to range between zero and one in 263 each session, and organized into a N × T × K tensor.
264
Neural firing in prefrontal cortical areas have previously been found to encode task variables, outcomes, value 265 judgments, and cognitive strategies [25, 55-59]. We observed that many neurons selectively correlated with individual column; R 2 between 0.42 and 0.89).
278
We then characterized the performance of TCA and nonnegative TCA across the full population of neurons. We 
296
In addition to achieving similar accuracy to unconstrained TCA, nonnegative TCA possesses two important 297 advantages. First, a similarity plot showed that nonnegative models converged more consistently to a similar set of 298 low-dimensional components ( fig. 4h ). Second, the components recovered by nonnegative TCA were more sparse, 299 meaning that each neuron's activity across all trials was reconstructed by a smaller and more interpretable subset of 300 components ( fig. 4i ).
301
While TCA could reconstruct the activity of many neurons very well ( fig. 4c-e ), other neurons were more difficult 302 to fit ( fig. 4 , supp. 1). However, we observed that neurons with low R 2 had firing patterns that were unreliably 303 timed across trials and did not correlate with task variables (fig. 4 , supp. 1b). To visualize this, we plotted the and thus more reliably timed across trials. Second, this plot shows these low-dimensional cells were well fit by TCA, 310 suggesting that TCA summarizes the information encoded most reliably and strongly by this neural population. We then perturbed the BMI decoder by rotating the output cursor velocities counterclockwise by 30°(a visuomotor 377 rotation). Thus, the same neural activity pattern that originally caused a motion of the cursor towards the 45°378 direction, now caused a maladaptive motion in the 75°direction, yielding an immediate drop in performance: the 379 cursor trajectories were biased in the counterclockwise direction ( fig. 6b, middle) , and took longer to reach the target 380 ( fig. 6c , trials following perturbation). These deficits were partially recovered within a single training session as the 381 monkey adapted to the new decoder. By the end of the session, the monkey made more direct cursor movements 382 ( fig. 6b , right) and achieved the target more quickly ( fig. 6c ). 383 We applied TCA and nonnegative TCA to the raw spike trains smoothed with a Gaussian filter with a standard 384 devation of 50 ms [34] . We again found that nonnegative TCA fit the data with similar reconstruction error and higher 
We call the columns of W neuron factors, denoted w r , and the columns of B temporal factors, denoted b r . The 
594
In order to reduce the dimensionality of the data we chose R < N and R < T . Note that eq. (3) is equivalent to 595 eq. (1) in the Results.
596
Perhaps the simplest matrix decomposition problem is to identify a rank-R decomposition that minimizes the 597 squared reconstruction error:
Here, · 2 F denotes the squared Frobenius norm of a matrix, which is simply the sum of squared matrix elements:
PCA provides one solution to eq. (4 and B = BF T that produce an equivalent reconstruction of the data:
This result -sometimes called the rotation problem -has a fundamental consequence: if the data were truly generated as a combination of R low-dimensional components, then PCA cannot not recover these ground truth components. At best, PCA can only be expected to recover the same linear subspace of the true components.
606
In essence, after fitting a PCA model, one might be tempted to interpret the columns of W as identifying sub-607 populations of neurons with firing patterns given by the columns in B. However, eq. (5) shows that these putative 608 sub-populations can be linearly mixed by a broad class of transformations, so long as the components are mixed by 609 the appropriate inverse transformation. Thus, the latent factors identified by PCA are poorly constrained, and it 610 is better to interpret PCA as finding an orthogonal coordinate basis for visualizing data. As reviewed below, the 611 optimization problem addressed by TCA has superior uniqueness properties relative to eq. (4), which gives us greater 612 license to directly interpret the TCA factors as potentially biologically meaningful neural populations and activity 613 patterns.
614
TCA is a natural generalization of PCA to higher-order tensors. Let X denote a N × T × K data tensor, and let 615
x ntk represent the activity of neuron n at time t on trial k. For a third-order tensor, TCA finds a set of three factor 616 matrices, W, B, and A, with dimensions N × R, T × R, and K × R, respectively. As before, the columns of W are 617 the neuron factors, the columns of B are the temporal factors. Analogously, the columns of A are the trial factors, 618 denoted a r , and the rows of A, denoted a k , embed each trial into an R-dimensional space.
619
To reformulate eq. (2) into an equivalent matrix equation, let X k denote an N × T matrix holding the data from 620 trial k. TCA models each trial of neural data as:
where Diag(a k ) embeds a k as the diagonal entries of an R × R matrix. Again, eq. (6) is equivalent to eq. (2) in the Results. In this paper, we also employed the nonnegative TCA model, which simply adds a constraint that all factor matrices have nonnegative elements:
Nonnegative TCA has been previously studied in the tensor decomposition literature [64, 96-98], and is a higher- Both PCA and TCA can be extended to incorporate different loss functions, such as a Poisson negative log-likelihood 625 [100], however we do not consider these models in this paper.
626
Fitting TCA to data is a nonconvex problem. Unlike PCA, there is no efficient procedure for achieving a 627 certifiably optimal solution [65]. We use established optimization algorithms to minimize eq. (7) from an initial 628 guess (see section 4.4.3). Although this approach may converge to local minima in the objective function, our results 629 empirically suggest that this is not a major practical concern. Indeed, as long we does not choose too many factors 630 (too large an R) and use nonnegative factors, we find that the multiple local minima yield similar parameter values 631 and similar reconstruction error.
632
An important advantage of TCA is that the low-dimensional components it uncovers are often "essentially unique," 633 up to permutations and scalings. More precisely, in [29] , it was proven that every local minimum of the TCA objective 634 function is isolated in parameter space; it is not part of a continuous manifold of parameters that achieve exactly 635 the same reconstruction error, as in matrix factorization described above. Instead, this continuous degeneracy, or up to permutations and scalings. Of course, in general we are not guaranteed to find this global minimum, but as TCA, we solved each sub-problem using a specialized nonnegative least squares solver [103], instead of standard least-squares.
has been previously described [105] . Each target position and the center position were indicated on the screen.
(sampled uniformly from 400-800 ms), monkeys moved the cursor within a 4 x 4 cm acceptance window of the cued 760 target. This target also had to be held continuously for 500 ms. The target changed color to signify the hold period.
761
If the cursor left the acceptance window, the timer was reset, but the trial was not immediately failed. Monkeys had 762 2 s to acquire the target. Success was accompanied with a liquid reward, along with a success tone. Failure resulted 763 in no reward, and a failure tone. The center target was then presented, which the monkeys also had to acquire and 764 hold.
765
For our analysis, we collected the non-sorted spiking activity of all N = 192 multiunit recordings during all center 766 to outward cursor reaches (reaches back to the center were not analyzed). Spike times were aligned to the end of the 767 delay period (t = 0) and ended at the time of first target acquisition or after two seconds had elapsed and the target 768 was still not required. The data tensor was zero padded to ensure a consistent trial length of two seconds. Data 769 were smoothed within each trial with a Gaussian filter with a standard deviation of 50 ms (same as in [34] all TCA models from multiple initial parameters and with different numbers of low-dimensional factors. We then 779 inspect this ensemble of models for a consistent and interpretable summary of the data.
780
The most basic metric to compare models is the squared reconstruction error, since this is what TCA aims to 781 minimize. For interpretability, we normalize the reconstruction error on a scale of zero to one:
We typically visualize reconstruction error as a function of the number of model components (see, e.g., fig. 4g ), which 783 we call an "error plot."
784
As discussed in section 4.4.2, TCA is invariant to permutations and rescalings of the factors. In PCA, the components are often normalized to unit Euclidean length and ordered by variance explained. An analogous procedure exists for TCA [33] . First, rescale the columns of W, B, and A to be unit length, and absorb these scalings into λ r for each component r. Then the estimate of the data becomes:
If desired, the components can be sorted by decreasing λ r .
785
To quantify the similarity of two fitted TCA models, we used a similarity score based on the angles between 786 latent factors [107] . Formally, for two TCA models, {W, B, A} and {W , B , A }, the similarity score is: Diagnostic plots for TCA models fit to 45°reaches in the primate BMI dataset. (a) Scree plot for unconstrained (blue) and nonnegative (red) TCA. As elsewhere in this manuscript, each dot denotes a model fit from different initial parameters, demonstrating that neither model got caught in appreciably sub-optimal local minima during optimization. Nonnegative decomposition provided similar explanatory power to unconstrained decompositions. (a) Similarity plot for unconstrained (blue) and nonnegative (red) CP decompositions. As elsewhere in this manuscript, each dot denotes the similarity score between a model and the best-fit model with the same number of components. Nonnegative decomposition had larger similarity scores, suggesting that the latent factors were more reliably identified and less sensitive to initialization.
Figure Supplements

